
Curriculum Newsletter: Reception (Spring Term 2)  
 GREEN FINGERS 

In Reception we are very lucky to be able to follow 

children's interests and teach and learn through a play 

based curriculum.  

We start each term based around a topic and then see 

what journey the children will take us on.  

 

 
 

 
This half term our initial topic is GREEN  

FINGERS. We will be providing  opportunities for  

children to explore growing through a variety of play  

opportunities.  

Personal Social and Emotional Development  
In PSED this half term we will be focusing on how to keep safe. We will 

have a focus on Road Safety. We will be looking at how to stay healthy and 

looking at a variety of different healthy foods. We will also be looking at 

self-confidence and thinking about all the reasons it is good to be me!  

How can I help at home? 
Discuss what you should do when crossing roads  

Talk about healthy foods  

Talk about what your child is good at. 

Little Star Vouchers 
Don't forget you can send in Little Star Vouchers. Little Star 

Vouchers are used to celebrate something that your child has 

done at home so we can show we are proud of them too . If you 

need any more please just ask a member of Reception Team.  

Learning Selfie  
Learning Selfies are a great way to get children to talk about what 

they have been learning about at home. So whether you have been 

out to a museum or cooking at home- why not send us a learning 

selfie ?  Send it to  

learningselfie@kewwoods.com 

with a sentence about what it is your child has been learning about. 

Don’t Forget 
Please ensure that children have a full set of clearly labelled spare 

clothes on their peg and a pair of wellies.  

Don’t forget to check the Class Blogs. These can be 
found on the school website under the class pages 

Communication and Language  
This half term there will be the opportunity for children to role play in our 

very own Garden Centre/Vegetable shop. We will be identifying and talking 

about different types of vegetables. We will also become fantastic story 

tellers and be able to identify lots of key story language.  

How can I help at home?  
Take me on a trip to the Garden Centre and look at what they sell.  

Read a wide variety of different stories including traditional tales. 

Try some different vegetables.  

Physical Development  
This half term we will be looking at how to keep our bodies healthy and the 

impact that exercise has on the body and  what a healthy diet looks like. 

We will be exploring moving in a variety of ways around/ over/ under the 

apparatus etc. We will also be completing a dance based around the story 

of Jack and the Beanstalk. We will be practising our letter formation and 

making sure we are holding our pencil correctly.  
How can I help at home?  
Find some healthy activities to do as a family.  

Let children get changed as independently as possible, managing trickier 

fastenings such as buttons and zips.  

Practise letter formation at home.  

Literacy  
This half term we will be exploring a range of books with a growing theme. 

We will be starting the half term with the traditional tale of Jack and the 

Beanstalk. We will also be looking at a range on non-fiction texts and look at 

instructional writing e.g. how to plant a bean. It is World Book Day this half 

term so we will be talking about our favourite books and characters.  

How can I help at home? 
Look at information books at home e.g. cook books, road atlas, how to make 

books, Lego instructions etc and talk about how they are different to story 

books.  

Think of a character your child can dress up as for World Book Day that 

they can talk about. 

Maths  
This half term we will be consolidating addition, subtraction and doubling 

and introduce halving and ‘lot of’ (multiplication). We will be talking about 
measuring with a focus on height and comparing and ordering items by 

height.  

How can I help at home? 
Talk about addition and subtraction in practical situations e.g. We have 3 

bananas and 4 apples– we have 7 pieces of fruit altogether etc.  

Use the language associated with measuring at home e.g. this  chair is taller 

than that chair, your shoes are shorter than my shoes etc.   

Understanding the World  
This half term we will have the opportunity to plant and observe vegetables 

and flowers grow. We will be labelling plants and investigating what plants 

need to survive. In ICT we will be drawing simple pictures using a range of 

age appropriate programs and begin to use the keyboard to write some key 

words and simple sentences.  

How can I help at home? 
Plant some flowers/ vegetables at home and talk about what happens. 

Use a range of ICT equipment at home e.g. CD players, computers, iPads etc.    

Expressive Arts and Design  
This half term we will be focusing on  

observational drawings of plants. We will be 

looking at a variety of artists including  

Arcimboldo who creates portraits from pieces 

of fruit and vegetables 

How can I help at home? 
Visit an Art Gallery and look at different artists  

Complete some observational drawings at home  

Religious Education  
The topic for this half term is New Life with the   

children looking at New Life in Nature, how and why Chris-

tians celebrate Easter and Mothering Sunday.  
How can I help at home? 
Look at animals that are born in Spring– visit a Farm 


